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1919 Chatauqua The Best Ever
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PUBLISHER AND PROPRIETOR, ANNIE JOYCE CRÈDIFORD.

The Scope of Evidence

Well, summer went off with fine inconsequence.
We have been too amused, to recognize the significant utterances
of world Unrest.

By J. D. Hallen

Better begin to do our own thinking and cease to glean political
Chapter IX Continued........ their sober judgment, have gained
nourishment from the leaflets of wild-cat publishers in and out of
Trial Cross-Examination Written a-surety which the-utmost confi-¡
Congress.
dence of the quack has never been
Out
able to grasp—that professional
are honored with very little
The H. C. L. will continue until we all cease pulling bunk. So You have all heard the lawyers’ men
realization of what they have done
long as we go on insulting common intelligence by accepting the state adage, “A lawyer who defends him to deserve honor. With these you
self has a fool for a client.” It is will have no trouble—they never
ment of a known fakir, business relations will be gambling.
old enough to have some sense, is hire out as a witness. The other
it not? Well, it never had_any. I,t fellow--generally known as a schol
We do not seem to be capable of pushing aside the screen that was first used by a lawyer who had ar, a gentleman of some leisure, a
hides the wires which control world events so that we may see them no other paying case on hand. He good customer and an excellent
himself. He knew that the citizen, occasionally lauded by the
operating before our eyes. We are stupidly unwilling to face the- fact knew
other lawyer also knew himself. newspapers for vague honers be-i
that when labor has the world at its mercy the world has the same So he threw a scare into him—
stowed on him in far places,— i
right to expect terms from labor that the latter would have if it had speaking in the vernacular, and got' these
are the creatures whose
a new line of business.
treated the world without mercy.
charlatanism is most dangerous.
Stop with us and take the moss The court will protect them, the
and.mould off that old fake, and; jury will be.inclined to accept their
—OUR RAILROADS—
you will see that every lawyer pretenses as significant utterances
musí be his own soul-physician— in the world of thought.
no matter who he is defending.
• A mighty power, efficiently controlled, resides in these submissive You are a poor excuse for a lawyer With this: man—kind of a man,
servants of civilization; making, the world’s work possible, reaching if you do not acknowledge that. let your questions be delicious in
their completeness of air of the
new goals of achievement, closing up a thousand breaks in the evolu He surely is not fit to defend the man
who wishes to get something
other
fellow
—
speaking
ethically,
tion of -oiir industrial and commercial life. But this power must be
diplomatically. Be all suaveness
who
fears
the
impurities
of
his
directed, managed, conducted, in such manner as to afford the whole bwn system. How are you going and solicitude as you help the “doc
fabric its unhampered service. It does not require a long memory to be able to think clearly and vig tor” to dispose of his overcoat—
to recall, how under private handling this s.ervant of the people was not orously for your client if you have the times he has testified as an ex
pert and the colleges he has honor
only unsatisfactory, but a danger to the community. And “the great n’t vigor for yourself?
ed by his special efforts in the line
est moral obligation that exists anywhere today.,” outside of the Now then, flabby, jelly-fish of his profession. Never use Howe
in the law get' on the
Senate’s moral obligation to speedily ratify the Peace Treaty and muddlers
nerves of court and jury. When & HummeF methods—cheap imperi "
League of Nations, is the settlement of the vast internal problem of you stand up in court you want ousneáS, with this witness. And '
this United States—“Who shall own our railroads?” And no one steam and motion. You can only be slow in coming to the moment s
which the “doctor” will know from I
seems able to approach the problem with mind unbiased.* Surely, thé have the necessary power if you the
first to. be-, inevitable. And |
intolerable conditions, so far as the railroads are concerned, have been will pay more attention the snap then, even, do not act as tho clear- |
and “punch” of your questions on
created by capital alone. When the war came upon us, finding the rail the
cross-examination. Spell them ing the table for action and begin |
road administration with nothing to suggest not even an attempt to out for yoursélf. You can’t suc in a fresh tofie of voice, as one who |
lift oneself by one’s bootstraps, Capital quit cold. Then it felt no ceed anywhere without energy— would say, “Come on, pow, just |
obligation to those who had swallowed its watered stock, fake bonds, that means a keen and trained man to man.” That is old stuff. |
Do hot once abandon the line of |
and doctered mortgages. Now hear the mouthpiece of the men who mind.
leading dp to the thing you want—-• I
“
We
hold
it
to
be
self-evident
”
wrecked our roads.* “So far as public utilities are concerned,” says that every lawyer must know what the confusion of the witness or the |
the Wall- Street Journal, “the strike has become merely an ever there is to ,be knówn; tho he truth, gradually.
instrument of terrorism” which is exercised “not alone against the müst. bé accountable to his con Be sure that .your questions áre |
holders of securities, but against the public to whom service is in science for the use he makes of now colored with your own knowl- |
edge of the matter in question—let |
dispensable.” Note now how tender Wall Street is of the “shorn- that knowledge. If you are meet the
witness recognize the fget that g
ing an expert in your case, break
lamb.” This last word from Wall Street, as to the “intolerable condi down-his opinions with the over your accomplishment is actual, |
tions,” is illuminating, again we quote the Wall Street Journal, “When whelming pressure of questions that it is stamped and sealed, i
any class asks the whole United States, ‘What are you going to do that will, so far as he is concerned; Leave him in no uncertainty. I
Your eVery interrogation is loaded |
about it?’ this country sooner or later takes a day off and does some smack of the day of judgment.
hints and assurances that I
thing effectuait It was so with Bill Tweed and his gang of ruffians; Did you ever try the sport of with
sitting at the opposite side of a cóme in increasing numbers until |
it was so with the Southern slaveholder; it was finally so with Ger *table,from a husky friend and try the witness has no uncertainty óf I
many. W.e are facing that question again, and the way to answer it is ing to put his arm down? Most' your efficiency. =r
to take our courage in both hands.” That is all capital is able to con people think that^this is entirely Make the witness feel that he is I
tribute to the effective wisdom of the age. Just a libel on the situation, a test of wrist strength, but as a now living mentally in a class su- |
matter of fact it is a test for the perior to that in which k he lives 1
the mouthings of a whipped cripple, the falsification of history. For whole
body. One must be a sort physically, and that technicalities j
the “class” to whom the Wall Street Journal threatens to do “some of human windlass—strong all are the obvious method of expres- |
thing effectual” is made up of more than 85% of the population of the over. So in the sport of cross-ex 'sion. It
1 saiu^. oy some- *
Union. No, jio, this will not do. We have tried to function our rail amination. You can takejt.from 'mré',~“Aftectation is not necessarily
dispicable quality. There is a
roads thru the capital class—result, failure complete. Let us now one who knows,—a krivyer who acertain
fown of «affectation which
has
simply
fhe
tricks
of
cross-ex
stop trying to function with any class.; let the majority of the peopl&?~- amination, without knowing the amounts almost to idealism.” And,
the State, have a fair, chance to do the one essential thing—ruirthe rail foundation of the business or pro if you have already learned your
roads for th© good of every Class—lal^-aadrWBffal in combination. fession he is to examine, will be lesson, your questions will be teem
The obvious things is this :
far, the government has not been in turned down by some, any crude ing with the affectation of the
charge .of roadg^A^^r^-hWvp bnp chance with everyone that smacks of tyro who is up in the sharp turns ideal,—padded with unsmiling benignance.
of his own particular job.
the old regime “kicked out.” The science of “finance” and the science Make your questions tell the wit Do not hastep your queries-rof honest business do not fuse, blond, merge, coalesce. A railroad ness that you recognize thd facts quickening. your páce and shorten
cannot be used as a Wall Street shuttle cock and an efficient public of his life as they are. Mjake every ing your illustrations, as is the
utility at one and the same time. That has been demonstrated—let question ominous with the certain cross-examiner’s temptation al
ty that a witness who will sell his ways to do. And, when you get in
us try the other way now.
opinion has given you the right to to the work in court, you will find
expert actually thinking that
say of his business relations—he the
;
has «iven you the word—“your he himself is giving you the cues w
methods are a fake.” Don’t fill to
' your questions—and he will
your questions with a tumult of ;soon be overflowing with profes
geniality^ All the time you
words. Let them be decisive. Let sional
i
be talking absolutely and
each one of them be so framed that must
1
they call for one answer. And 1masonically beyond him.
gleaming thru them all this sug In using technical terms—after
Kennebunk
Maine
have your answer frame your
gestion: “Your opinion is bunk, you
:
questions so that there
and is sold to make money.” All following
■
be no possible chance for mis
experts are alike. It’s the words will
'
Thus the view that
and the slogan of them all. We interpretation.
j
| Will show you some bargains in
gets before the court and
defy you to say “expert” without finally
:
jury will support your claim of the
thinking “bunk.”
Try and keep this hint in mind truth of the facts. It is pitiful to
I FURNISHINGS, SHIRTS, TIES,
while framing your every ques see what is ,left sometimes of
tions. Most professional men— pretty prosperous little reputa
experts all, if they are honest— tions when the witness leaves the
I
UNDERWEAR, SOCKS, ETC.
who have finished their own work stand—but the fault is not yours
to the utmost limit of their capaci- if you are the verity,
ty and to the complete approval of
(To be continued)
that few stores in Maine can match—

The Daylight Store

none can undersell.
Everything you get at the Daylight
Store is Stirling in Quality, Fashioned
Correctly—Bargained to meet anybody’s
values anywhere. Come in and find
Home is the Place to Trade.

TO ALL CUSTOMERS

H. L. Dupre

We Will Present
A Hot Point Electric Iron Free

NORTON & HARDEN
Electrical
P. O. Square

Contractors

Tel. 151-3 or 137-4

Kennebunk, Me.

GOOD WATCHES—think

H. L. DUPRE
RINGS—think

H. L. DUPRE
161 Jflain Street,

Biddeford, Maine

Do You Need Water ?
WRITE OR PHONE

Artesian Well Company of N. H.

Next Door to Biddeford National Bank

Agents for 1847 Rogers Silverware and Community
Silver Plate, Waterman Ideal Fountain Pens.

Handsome Bath Towels at St each
White Turkish -plain white Terry—others in fancy jacquard design
with beautiful damask border in blue, pink, gold or lavender.
We pay postage.

ÍORTEOÜS-, MITCHELL & BRAUN CO
PORTLAND

Tarr-Gon

Summer Rugs

will remove road tar from
automobiles with a very
small amount of labor.

PRYOR-DAVIS CO

At Moderate Prices in all Grades

“The Old Hardware Shop”
36 Market., St., Portsmouth, N. H.
Tel. 5p9

Crex, Crex De Luxe, Grass Fibre, Rush and *

Motor Trucking

Japanese Rugs. All Sizes, Just Received.
From 1 to 100 tons. No com
pany can quote lower prices on any
kind of cargo from Furniture to
Sand.
Call me up, it will save you
money.

W. T. Kilborn Co.
PORTLAND

R. G. SEAVEY
Tel. 31-2

Kennebunkport, Maine

SHORE

OPENING
New Salesroom
Showing Chevrolet Cars Exclusively

CIGARS
MANUFACTURED BY

“Baby Grand” (Model. FB) Touring, $1135
ino
“Baby Grand” Roadster,
“Baby Grand” Sedan,
1685
“Four-Ninety” Touring,
735
“Four-Ninety” Roadster,
.715
“Four-Ninety” Sedan,
1185
“Four-Ninety” Coupe,
1110
F. O. B. Flint, Michigan.

, J. Bradford Co
WANTED

Anyone having for sale Antique
Furniture, Old Brass, China, Banjo
Clocks, Tall Clocks, Old Glass, Valve in Head Motor
Immediate Delivery | Wrought Iron, ' Andirons, Pewter,
Day and Night Service. Washing at all times. Storage by Day or Week.
Candle Sticks, Cftd Prints, in fact
in the Antique line. Any
FALMOUTH GARAGE & TIRE COMPANY | anything
one having articles to offer, call
R. W. LAIRD, Manager
| or write.
R: CARTER, KENNE
Middle and Market Streets,
Portland, Maine | ORSONBUNK,
MAINE

Tare^
A most effective remedy for the relief of asthma
and hay fever. The healing fumes from burn
ing herbs relieves -the choking sensation by
clearing the air passages and soothing the irri
tated membranes. In use for more than 40
years. Two sizes—25d*and $1.00.
Send for free sample.
If your dealer cannot supply you order direct from

Northrop & Lyman Co. Inc., Buffalo, N.Y.

Now is the Time to eat

Fresh Vegetables

I/ENNEBUNK
RENNEBUNKnORT
ANDjORTLAND

EXPRESS
Daily trips between Kennebunk
port and Portland, via Kennebunk
Beach, Kennebunk, Biddeford and
Saco. Also jobbing of all kinds to
and from any point.
Tel. Portland 4325.
Tel. Kennebunkport, 72-3.
- Ask for our rates.

DR. W. T. COX
OSTEOPATH
113 Main St.^
Biddeford, Me.
Office Hours, 9 to 5.
Tel. Con.
Graduate under the
founder of the Science
Dr. A. T. Still,

Buy Them at
/^SSC^

A. M. SEAVEYS
Water Street,'

Kennebunk, Maine

having their houses wired for electric lights
during the next three months

Hot Point Irons have advanced to 7.00. We have
a limited supply at 6.50

When you think of
GOOD JEWELRY—think

SEND FOR ONE OF THESE

BOWDOIN’S
The Real Metropolitan Depot for those needed Accessories of
Sanitation and Distinction which one feels one can
only procure in the. larger towns

BOWDOIN

Has just the same QUALITY, jast the same VOGUE
of New York.

BOWDOIN Has any

and every TOILET adjunct New York can
offer—We get them there.

BOWDOIN’S
BOWDOIN

Fountain offers the same Flavors, the same dainty
Creams, thesame sparkling Soda, that Broad way draws

Has the Latest and Finest Correspondence Supplies for
every occasion.

CONTRACTORS FOR DRILLED WELLS

Office Comer Washington Street and Central Avenue
Tel. 399-M
N. H,
DOVER

BOWDOIN’S

Kennebunk, Maine

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK, MAINE
PLANS FOR NEW HOTEL
Plans are now in the hands of
Bòston architects for a new up-tothe-minute hotel in our Village. It
is said that the building will have,
100 rooms, all the improvements of
the day, and be located within two
minutjes - of the Boston & Maine®
station. We surely need this for
the summer time at least.

GEO. H. PIPER, Prop.

LOCAL NOTES WEST SHOW IN THE HLO’

The funeral of Mrs. Mitchell,
late of the Sac», Road, takes placé
todaÿ in this village.
“QUALITY” Our Motto
Ralph Cousens sprained his
ajikle this week necessitating his
239 Main Street \
using crutches for a few days.
These many days of rain keep Baby Midgets, Unbalanced Clowns, Pretty
BIDDEFORD,
MAINE
the local man dry of any news.
Girls and Other Mysteries of the Big Tent
The locals are keeping themsélyes
LATE DEVELOPMENTS.
at home.
Help Boost War Savings Campaign
Mr. and Mrs. Albra Littlefield
As we go to press our local man have gone to'Montréal to spend the
has news bf developments in the winter -with theif son. Ernest, and
for
late robbery at J?arsons’ Beach. It daughter, Ruth.
.would seem $rom, latest informa James F. Knight who has beén
Temporary tion that part of the jewelry has. employed at the Atlantis Hotel dur
been located in pawnshops at New ing the summer will return to West
Use
York; and two suspects are being Philadelphia, Sunday.
Some eyes do hot require the con shadowed in New York. We hope Mr. Joseph Burke of Winter
to have the whole story in our next street has accepted the position of
stant wearing of glasses.
But—there are thousands of cases issue. ;
U. S. Mail Delivery Agent in Ken
where glasses, temporarily worn,
nebunk. And he is now on the job.
would relieve discomfort, annoy
COMMITTEE FOR 1920
Mrs. Robert J. McKenna, and
ance amT distress.
her son, Mr. Robert J. McKenna,
CHAUTAUQUA
Jr., pfi New York City, stopped at
Favor your eyes with “rest glasses
the McLellan last night. Mrs, Mc
Chautauqua
guarantors
for
1920
LITTLEFIELD
have been organized as follows:— Kenna Visits. Maine every year and
Optometrist and Optician
Chairman, Robert P. Doremus, is loud in her praises of the beau
ties of the summer climate of the
CRYSTAL ARCADE
Secretary, Herbert G. Hume,
A. O. BESSE
Pine Tree State.
, Treasurer, Elmer M.' Roberts,
BIDDEFORD
> \ Cpjnriiittee bn Guarantors, Will JJt. Harvey Alston Grant of Ken
Kennebunkport, Maine
S. Cofemàn, C. H. Lucas, Frank nebunk who has been in charge of
Riitter, Mrs. George;E. Cousens. thé Çhâthaih Bars Inn, Chatham,
. Committee on Sale Of Tickets, Mass., will bq/back home for the
Joseph T. Cole, Mrs'. Geergé Par- winter at the end of this week. We
HOW CAN WE GO AT IT
hope .to have another story—“A
'sons, Mrs. George E. Cousens.
in the Ai?»” begipning soon,
First we look iptothe battery to see if you put water in it.
Mason Block*
Kennebunk A, list of thè guarantors appears [Fjght
fey Lt. Grant. He has a 6ag full of
Then we use the hydrometer which is the one reliable way of
on
the
front
page
of
this
paper.
Evenings by appointment. ,
many interesting tales.
knowing the condition of its charge, r
Telephone 49-3
Have you tried Schotchee? / It’s
Circus Folk Aid Sale of W. S. S.
Then, if no special cause of trouble appears we put it on the line
Office Hours 9-4
OBITUARY
a delicious butter-scotch in 20c.
to See if it Will take a charge.
One
of
the
latest agencies to
pkges,
at
.Fiské
’
s
drug
store
on
the
But if there is plain indication of serious trouble we open the
Word has been received of the corner. '
V Adv. offer its cooperation to Uncle
battery up and find out exactly what’s what.
death, at Glencliff Sanitarium, of One of-the'most conspicuous in Sam in his national campaign to
Ä ÖB-O TTS
Don’t trust your batter to amateurs or artists in. giiesswork, who
Chester Dewey Hildreth who has dividuals. in the Boston police ■ teach the people of America
claim they can tell inside condition by outside inspection. . .
been ill since last. September hav strike is former Deputy Chief In thrift and the benefits derived
Gome here where you find •'adequate machines and apparatus to
I QUICKLY RELIEVE! ing beeh a victim of the influenza spector Phil Warren who is well fi-om investing their savings in
really inspect, charge and repair any battery. ,
at that time and was taken care of known in this vicinity,v having Thrift Stamps, War Savings
STOMACH GAS at the Maine General Hospital, spent a number of vacations at the Stamps,
. The old story of the.rah! rah!
Biddeford & Saco Battery Co.,
Treasury Savings Cer boy,
Portland. In October he recover Elmwood in Wélls. Mr. Warren,
who goes to college—not to,
tificates
and
other
government
9 Lincoln St*,
Biddeford, Me.
INDIGESTION ed partially and returned/to his although he retired about five
fill his cerebellum with know
securities
Is
the
circus.
,
home in Plymouth, N. H., and last
H. Hevey
E. Drapau
MONEY BACK IF THEY FAIL"
ago, p fter having served over 'The picture above was taken when ledge but .to help spend papa’s
TRY THEM AND YOU WIU.
April it was deemed advisable to ?ortv years in the Boston depart the
NEVER BE WITHOUT THEM
Greatest Sh&w in the World” vis income, is to undergo a revision,
ALL DRUGGISTS 2.5 »
send him to the Glencliff Sanitari ment, responded to the call for . ited “"Boston
a short time ago. At this when the colleges of the country
um but his ease evidently was hope nob'™ protection »nd hbeen on booth two baby midgets, an elephant, open their doors this fall.
TIHE AIMD TUBE
less from the beginning and after 4 ntv daw an.d: night in thé most two clowns and two pretty girls
Courses On Thrift.
having received every care pbssi-( dangerous places.
formed the main attraction and when This new era in the life of the col
Mrs.
ble passed away last Saturday,’ Miv^hd M« C. C. Tuttle and one gets a mixture like this he has lege chap, with the extra coin of the
Plant fully equipped with latest and most efficient
Sep't. 6th and the burial was Mon son of Ruckfield. ’Te., .aro stopping a receipt for what a circus performer realm, is to come as a result of ac
day. He was a kind hearted Jad at the McLellan, House. Mr. Tut would term a “humdummer.”
tivities on the part of the national
is prepared to do hail and and
his fainily who are well known tle who has just, returned from - Hundreds of thrift stamps and War thrift commission!, which has been ap
scalp treatment, facial
here-have the sympathy! of all.
France^ where’ he was. one of the Savings Stamps are sold at booths on, pointed to encourage and popularize
Promptness of delivery and satisfaction guaranteed.
habits of thrift and reasonable stand
massage and mani
[Educational Managers of the Y. M. the circus grounds.
THIRD ANNUAL MEETING rç. A. “Over There”, will take Mr. ; Today, according to Mrs. Francis ards of spending among college and
M. JVI. ROBBTNS
curing by ap
L.
Higginson,
director
of
savings
for
students.
Skelton’s nlac.e in, the Océan .Na the First Federal Reserve District, the university
Efforts are to be made to encour
Water Street,
Kennebunk
pointment.
tional
Bank.
We
are
informed
that
The Third Annual Meeting of
people* of New England and the rest age all students to keep personal ac
the South York United Baptist Mr. Skelton has'a fine position in of the country are coming to realize counts of' their college expenditures
another
place.'
Mr.
Tuttle
has
thp need and benefits of thrifty living as a practical measure of thrift. ^Al
Association will meet with the
ready measures of this character have
Baptist Church in this village, ’•entdd the Parsons’ property^ On and .saying.
1
.
ä Thursday
Fletcher,
St.,
and
will
moVe
his
Such agencies as the circus, large proven of practical and immediate ef
and Friday Sept. 18-19.
family
to
that
residence
as
soon
as
industries, fraternal societies and oth fectiveness at Princeton University.
The following excellent program
it can be put in readiness.
No doubt many of th'e colleges will
er large associations and organizations
has been arranged:
Among
the
local
G<
A
R.
men
are cooperating with the government add a course on thrift to their cur
Thursday Afternoon
make a success of the national riculums.
1.30 Devotional, Rev. Oscar .E. noted in thé parade and ,autos as to
campaign to teach the people of the
Wells,
Wells Depot. guébts of thè Town of Kennebunk country
thrift and to also aid pay leads in the amount of sales with a
port last week were:—
1.45 Business
the war debts incurred;
William Bnwen
total' of $251,611.84. Connecticut is
2.Ó0
Address
>of
Welcome,
Rev.
B.
Distinguished by simplicity of lines, excellence of materials
next with $64,751.48. Closely behind
H. Tilton,
Kennebunk. William Gowen
Connecticut for total sales cor es
2.15 Address The New Day at George Côok
THRIFT AND W. S. S.
Rhode Island, $57,875.19; New Hamp
and workmanship and conforming to the requirements of the
Hand (Keynote of Conv,) ' George Jennison
POPULAR IN N. E. shire’s sales total $39,976.02, Maine
Rev. fíoracé H. Hayes, Saco Warren Howard
Sales of, Thrift Stamps and War sold during the month of July a total
Thomàs JL. Reed
2.45 Music
various student and social activities of school life.
Savings Stamps throughout the New of $31,903.96. Vermont succeeded in
2.55 ( Discussion The Church and , George Moore—à guest.
England States for the month of July selling' $16,709.49 during the month of
1 Landing
Reconstruction
totals |462,827.98
Massachusetts July.
(a) The Church, and the'Indus Oren Robinson
trial Situation, Rev. F. H. Charles H. Tarbox
Pratt, Kennebunkport.
(b) The Church and the Public
Healths Dr¿-Lester L. Powell
Saco.
’ >(c) The Church and Communi
Developed in Tweeds, Jersey, Velour,
ty Standards, Rév. H. L. A very pretty wedding was
Little Jack was crying. He had Jack followed the tiny messenger
Curtis, Saco.
been trying to hide his feelings all with no trouble whatever and was
solemnized
at
St.
Martha
’
s
Church
Silvertone and Tricotine
4.30 Sermon The Church a Spir on Wednesday morning when day long but now every attempt whisked1 away in a pure white chariot
by sixteen little çray squirrels.
itualizing'Forces Rev. L. C. ;Frank Matley of Saco, and Miss to smile brought tears tp those drawn
It was a glorious ride, but short and
Holmes, Biddeford.
Isabella Russell of Kennebunkport big brown eyes and at last the' soon Jack found himself entering a
6.Ó0 Supper. .
were united in matrimony. The gates bf self control gave way en white cottage which looked just as
Thursday Evening
church was simply but effectively tirely ¡"and the floods came. Jack he imagined the palace of a Queen
GRAND YOUNG PEOPLE’S
decoratedTn\astors, carnations, couldn’t tell exactly what the of Fairies would look. And behold
RALLY
and gladioli.
Charming models in the newest fash
trouble was,—the pain wasn’t un he was ushered' right into the pres
7.15 Completion pf Organisation “ As the strains bf the wedding bearable, but Mother was un- ence of a queen. Such a beautiful
of Young People's-Society march began, the bridal group en happy—indeed Mother was al lady she was!
ion.
Practical school room dresses
of South York Association. tered with three flower girls dress
She smiled at Jack and again he
7.45 Address, Rev. I. H. Hardy, ed in pale blue and one iff pink, most impatient and’ cross,. and heard that voice—“My lad,—you have
of Serge, Tricotine, Velour, Wool
that
was
more
than
the
little
fel

Sanford.
each carrying baskets of roses
forgotten something!—I am the God
stand.
Jersey. More dressy Frocks of Satin
Friday Morning
dess of Thrift and you have ever
which were strewn in the.bride’s, low couldJack
A Cripple.
9.00 Devotional, Rev. J. A. fig path. Following came the bride
heeded my advice and suggestions
jack
was
a
most
likeable
lad,
pos

and Georgette.
gin, North Berwick.
with the best man. The bridd sessing . big brown eyes, light curly and now I must reward you by making
9.15 Business
wore georgette crepe with a veil hair and a wonderfully sunny smile you ‘remember’ work; See these round
. Prices range up to $65.00
Music
of tulle caught ¿by rosebuds, and bespeaking an even pleasant disposi shiny metal pieces?” Jack looked,
10.05 Address and Discusbion, carried an exquisite bouquet of tion, but alas, Jack was a ^cripple. and looked and looked!, The walls, the,
fiojbr, the ceiling were covered with
Educational Evangelism, white rosebuds. The. groom and
Jack’s sobs brought Mother to him
Pennies were hanging from
Special Values in Misses’ Serge Dresses
H. R. Purinton, D. D„ maid of honor were the next, the in haste, conscience smitten that she pennies.
everywhere—pennies were— Snap!
_ Lewiston
3 different styles at 25.00
latter being dressed in pale pink had let any worry, however great, Jack was awake in an instant, he had
Music
georgette, wearing a hat to corres cast its shadow on her dear one. Her had a wonderful dream and now he
10.55 Address, Temperance, Ré£ pond and carried sweet peas and arms were about him instantly and remembered something!
B. H. Tilton.
carnations. The other members his insistent, “Mother, Mother, what “Mother, Mother,” he called, “come
11.30 Associational Sermon, Rev. of the family following.
is it? I want to know—What have I here, come here at once! ”
G. W. F. Hill, Cape Néd- The wedding ceremony .was fol done?” made her realize his right to Mother rushed to the room and
dick;
found a very excited little boy de
lowed by mass, during which Mrs. know her trouble.
That will project the devotee to the out-of-doors from the chilly winds of
They had lost their home because manding to be taken to the white sum
12.\5 Dinner.
Seidel of Biddeford sang very beau
Winter. Plaid Back, Camels’ Hair, Silvertone, Polo and Velour fashioned
the big man on the hill who owned all mer house on the grounds about a
Friday Afternoon
tifully.
1.15 Devotional, Rev. A. E. King After the wedding, the relatives that land, had lost his money and quarter of a mile from the house,
with belted snugness, roomy pockets, big shawl collars which may be worn
sley, -South Berwick.
of the bride and groom were taken the property was now in the hands of where he had spent several hours
close. Misses’ Coats 35,00 to 85.00
almost every day for years. It was
1.30 Business../
to the bride’s home where a de the creditors.
2.00 Address, Baptists and the licious wedding breakfast was ' Now they had to move and no one eleven o’clock at night but out they
would
rent
rooms
or
a
house
to
them
went as the boy commanded and
World Task, Rev. George served. The house was decorated
Misses’ New Blouses
H. Hamlen, D. D., (Offer profusely in autumn leaves, roses unless some money was paid in ad found there—can you guess, little
They could move into the reader?—Jack’s treasure box, a very
ing for State Convention.) and carnations, Mr. Elwell of Ken vance.rooms
over the store across the large wooden box that father had
2.45 Address, Home Missions,! nebunk, and Mr. Strout of Saco be four
Youthful Blouses in Tailored and
lake if they had just thirty dollars made especially for Jackie and in it
A wonderful collection of
Rev.
A.
B.
Howell.
ing
the
florists.
Mrs.
Edward
but father had been borrowing to
Semi-Tailôred models of
pennies and pennies and some
Music
Clark and Miss Leora Russell serv meet the expenses of the last two Were
dimes and some nickles that our làd
3.30
Woman
’
s
Work,
Foreign
ed,
both
being
sisters
of
the
bride.
Dimity
and
Batiste
with
smart
months and he didn’t feel that he had been saving for a long, long time,
Wool Plaid Skirts in the new
Missions, Mrs C; E. Bous- Those present at the breakfast could ask any one for more.
thinking that some day there would
collar and Cuffs of Pique.
field.
were : Miss Mary Matlby, sister of
Jack Falls Asleep.
be enough to pay the great doctor to
6.Ó0 Supper.
groom, Mrs. Nora Matley, mother
That night Jack lay awake for make him well.
Fall colorings and desirable
Chai lie Blouses in all white and
Friday Evening
of groom, John Matley, brother of tome time—thinking, thinking, think Bilt now,—well, you have guessed
with colored stripes of Rose and
7.15 Address, Education and Pro groom and best man, Postmaster ing, but finally fell into a troubled the end of my story. Little Jackie’s
models-—
motion of dur Work. Rev. Coughlin and Mrs. Coughlin of bleep. It was then that he heard a thriftiness and small savings had
Blue.
E. C. Whittermore, D. D. Saco, James Russell, father of voice speaking right in his ear—“Why helped his beloved family to solve at
Dressy Blouses of Georgette Crepe
Music .
bride, Miss Leora Russell, brother Jackie, you have forgotten something, least one very hard problem—the
8.00 Address. Keeping: Step with of bride, Mr. and Mrs. Edward come with me, my mistress bids me problem of paying the first rent on a
18.75 to 30.00
Misses’ Blouses, 3.00 to 25,00.
God, Rev. George H. Ham- Clark, Laurence Snell, Miss Kath bring you.”
house to live in.
len, D. D.
erine Clark, Edward Clark,..Master
The offisws of the Association- Henry Clark, Miss Hazel L Clark
are: Moderator, Rev. H. H. Hayes, maid of honor, and the Misses Lil
Saco; Clerk, Mark Proctor, Saco; lian, Anne; Marguerite Clark, flowTreasurer, Henry B. Dennett, Ken A» girls.
■MMmramwHlHHHNmmMHHHMmHNHMM
nebunkport ; Auditor, C.Z H. Hall, The bride’s going away suit, was
Kennebunk. Members of the Board of brown broad cloth and she wore
of Managers of the State Conven a hat to correspond. As tjie new
tion; Rev. : A. E. Kingsley, South ly weds departed, they were well
543 Congress Street,
Portland, Maine
Berwick; L. B. Stillman, Saco.
showered with best wishes as well
Member of the Nominating Com as plenty of confetti. After the
mittee of the State Convention, Ed honeymoon Mr. and Mrs. Matley
win F. Smith, Saco.
•
will reside in Saco,
immm

HELPS UNCLE SAM SELL W. S. S.

GLASSES

Enough Said—Come and Sec Them

The Bungalow Shop

Dr Frederick R. Ferris.
’’Osteopath

PAPA’S POCKETBOOK
TO BE PROTECTED

ABB-TABS

CWillSMD

VULCANIZING

Mabel Huff

Electric Vulcanizers 1

School and College Apparel

Misses’ Suits

I

$37.50 to $75.00

CHURCH WEDDING

Jack’s Adventures in Nodland

Misses’ Frocks

MISSES’ COATS

Misses Plaid Skirts

I

J. E. Palmer Co

Enterprise Ads. Pay

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK, MAINE

ROCHESTER FAIR Mt I« MM

MOODY, MAINE

nN 1924 when
YOU ARE OFFERED
ONE HALF INTEREST
IN A PAYING AND
PROFITABLE BUSI
NESS VENTURE
\
FOR-

THE PALTRY V
SUM OF ONE
X,
THOUSAND POUABÍ

Rainy leather seems to be the
THE TREE
order of the day at the present
ANO-In the course of time—it will be writing.
With the advent <^f September £some course yet, bolshevism may School opened in Div. No. 4 bn
come thoughts of the great Roches be
j
overthrown or assimilated. Monday with Miss Meader of Ber
tqr fair. The dates are Sept. 23, -Who
,
knows. Stranger thingy than wick, Maine as teacher. Five pu24, 25, and 26.
!that haye happened- As, for in 1 pils from this school have entered
SAVE*«© SiXC'öiO !
Last year we were in the midst ¡stance, tfre late attempt of the Ger Wells High School this year.
Mrs. George Stacy ofEliot has
of war, this year the management ,man ;to dominate the world.
has been determined to give the Man has, in all times and all been the guest of her sister Mrs.
people thè best fair in the whole ,conditions, considered revolutions Fisher for a few days.
a natural, accompaniént to -his Hartleji Hilton has recently pur
history of the association. ,*
I think I shall never see a poein. as lovely as a tree.
A big aerial program is the great membership in -the sfate, from chased a Ford.
(YOU FIND THAT VO(T\
ONE THOUSAND DOLLAR)
A tree that looks to God all day
attraction in the way of entertain-^ which he could in no way divorce ’Miss Irene Pickard has returned
TREASURY SAVINGS
haven't got a
himself
:
without
forsaking
the
CERTIFICATE MA
merit. In addition to this, there
to Boston! after a short stay with
And lifts its leafy arms to pray.
thousand) YOU ARE
UVEO JAN. I, H24
state.
Thé
U.
S.
A.
is
filled
with
will be a giant observation balloon
Mrs. Susie Mathews,
ABOUT
TO
THROW
Ori whose bosom snow has lain,
such as was used in the war. The divorced revolutionists who are “Uncle” William Goodale who
OH BOY.’ 1
lUP THE 5PONGt
balloon will be anchored by a steel now going home to live with their has been-Ve^y ill, is being cared for
And intimately lines with rain.
AINT IT A GRANO
and CALL YOUR
first
love
—
Germany
et
als.
cable and allowed to float 1,000 or
his nefdd, Miss Gertrude Little
/AMÒ GLORIOUS
Poems are made by fools like me,
SELF A FAILUREOnly a few years ago a million by
more feet in the air all the time.
field,'who is a trained nurse. His
V FEELING
dollars
was
the
unit
in
national
But only God can make a tree.
The airplane will also carry pas
many friends hope for his speedy
SUDDEN YOU DIS
sengers each day of the fair, finance ; we .talked of government recovery.
—Joyce Kilmer.
COVER THAT YOUR”
expenditures in terms of millions. Miss Adelaide Witham and her
weather permitting.
(Was shot in battle.)
Now with the H. C. L. billions are brother Robert‘are ¿pending a few
? In addition to this big war fea getting to be a rather moderate
HTHOtyPStW
'days with their Uncle, Mr. William
ture, there will be all the usual ex- sum.
Goodale.
hibitions and entertainments. The A definite percentage of the
i.midway, for example, is expected High Cost of Living is pure bull. Miss Staples of the Children’s
to bè larger and better than at any Professional and business menS- Aid Society,'called on people in
OFFlCAL SELF-CONCEIT
^previous time. The fair grounds physicians, lawyers, * architects, this -section last week. The Socie
THRIFT FABLES
The Old Tobacco Box
will be open evenings, when ad contractors, ’collectors, salesmen, ty is caring for 130 destitute chil
----- The Noisy Frog.
'
,
dren
at
present
and
a
little
help
is
Among
public
officials,
especially
those
who
occupy
elective
offices
mission will be free to the grorinds. find buck and bull ideally suited to
There was an old Geezer and he
Once upon a time there was a Con
greatly
appreciated.
in small towns and cities, there appears altogether too much assumption
Great plans are being made for tKeir needs. Read BUNK.
had a wooden leg.
ceited Frog who was greatly in love
The .heavy wind of last Monday
the races. The track will be in the
Shoes and gas meters are now afternoon damaged the apple crop that, by the suffrage of the people, they become not the public’s ser-: No tobacco could he borrow; no with his own voice;. He rivaled the i
tobacco could he beg.
Tom Cats in making the nights hide-,
best of shape and records are like rated alike. The measure of the
' about here fp a consider^lbe ex- varits and as such recipients qf their wage from the people’s money, butj
ly to be broken.
amount one must pay is no measure! tent many of the early fall apples the public’s masters. They arrogate themselves as dictators, not alone ■< There was another old Geezer who ous and thought he was some pump
» took care of his rocks,
kins. But while he was busy croak
Thè stage show will be the usual of the cost of the thing consumed being blown off in the gale.
in those duties'®"connection with their positions in which they have He always had tobacco in his old ing, the pool dried up, and he had no 
i big attraction and unusual care —that you don’t get what you pay
tobacco box.
place to go.
jurisdiction uhdër the statutes, but upon matters over which they haves
has been taken in the selection of for- is no cause for controversy
Moral'—Making a loud- noise over
OGUNQUIT
no more authority than has anyone of the citizens by whom they are Said Geezer number one: “Won’t what
i the acts. One fine feature will be with the meter.
you have done won’t get you
“Well, boys,” said a farmer over
' the singing of Henry F. Henry.
elected". They resent criticism, advice and even inquiry regarding
you give me a smoke?”
anywhere. Keep on buying War Sav
Fred’s educated pigs will be a dear Saco who had just watched a Mrs. V; E. Hammond of Wells the carrying out of the duties entailed upon them and, as a rule, exhibit Said the bther old GeezerYou’ve ings Stamps.
novelty. The greatest trick bicy, group of poor children drain the visited at the home of her daugh rancor at any interference with what they apparently conceive to be
no cause to be broke.
“Ef you’d buy a fetv Thrift Stamps
Turn all trash into Thrift Stamps.
cle rider in the world is another> glasses of. milk he had given them, ter, Mrs. S. B. Stevens the past their autocratic heaven-bestowed prerogatives.
and save up your dough,
act, Chester B, Johnstone, with a, J'hiow do you like it?” “Fine,” week.
While it is possible for anyone within the sacred circle of their’ “Your store of tobacco wouldn’t
pretty girl who assists him. There'I said one little kid. “Gee ! I wisht Mrs. Rose Lipson arid daughter,
TO BE A FAILURE.
always rim low.”
Doris, returned to their home in immediate clique to obtain full (and advance information relative ÏS
are also acrobats, tumblers andi our milkman kept a cow;” x
Discussing with a rounder out Boston, Labor Day, after enjoying public affairs, as far as the outside public goes they organize them-,
Believe that everything is right
comedians galore.
same old Geezer with the
that you are not caught at.
In the exhibits more is to be the Portland road the question as a two weeks vacation in this vil selves as a close corporation from the members of which*fjr is nearly; Now this
same
old
wooden
limb.
Be
cairele.ss.jPf responsibilities—
made of the automobile show than, to whether there was not sorne- lage.
Is saving up in Thrift Stamps and
let George do it.» .
ever before. Labor saving farmL thing which can invariably tell, Mrs. Bertha Whitlock and daugh as difficult to obtain information .as it is from the owl, whose goggle,
. you can’t stump him.
Fly into a passion on slight pre
machinery and implements will al when a man is lying, he said, “I ters Ruth and Lillian were Port eyed appearance of wisdom they imitate and whose actual ihtelhj He’s learned to be thrifty and
text—lose your self-control.
know
there
fe.
”
..
“
Perhaps,
”
we
land
visitors,
Saturday.
gence
they
approximate.
This
is
not
generally
an
evidence
of
ins
so be an instructive and most iricares for his rocks Always think of GET, never
replied, '‘you have seen one of the Mr. arid Mrs. Lucius Williams tentional irregularities, either pecuniary or otherwise, but rather an; And has
. teresting feature.
plenty of tobacco in his
about GIVE,
instruments?” “Seçn o'né?” Said are receiving congratulations on
Look gloomy; never see good in
bld tobacco box.
The state and government ex he. “I married one.”
attitude which they assured that, having "been elected’ to perform cel’J
the birth of a son, S6pt. 1st.
other people.
hibits will also be well worth coin Mrs. C. of Summer St., told her Mrs. Lillian Brewster entertain tain duties, they alone are concerned and that it is, to use the phrase
Regard every man who differs
ing to the fair for.
Bridget, when she discharged her, ed realatives from Lynn one day which has now become classic, “None, of the public’s D----- business”
from you as a knocker.
AH that you can spare, all that you
The exhibit of the New Hamp ^1 wbuld not have let you go, but the past week. :
Never indulge in self-analysis.
give, should be exchanged for
shire college is this year to be you have, more callers in one day • The High Rock Hotel closed what they do or how they do it. Some even have the effrontery to make can
Thrift Stamps.
made in connection with the work than I..doNin a week. “Well, mum,”? Monday, Sept. 8th after a busy it plain in so many words.
of the Strafford County Farm Bu replied Bridget, “perhaps if ye’d and Successful season.
Not only are they reticent relativi to what their respective boards
reau.
tfiry to be-a little more agreeable, Schools in town opened Monday, or bodies propose to do in civic affairs but they resort to Star Chamber
Boys’ and girls’ club work will ye’d- nave as-many frinds iz of September 8 with their usual good methods in doing them. Even where public opinion drives them to
attendance.
have its exhibit of vegetables have.” *
grown by the children in the couh-. What a tiffie Noah would, have if Two hour time on the Atlantic hold open public meetings, which they seldom do except under pres
ty. A .fine exhibit of canned pro he had lived today. Surely he-was Shorq Railway went into effect sure, they have, recourse to executive sessions or parlor caucuses from
which the public is excluded to settle matters of importance. As a
ducts by the girls of thè county the greatest 'financier. He was Monday, September 8th.
will be shown and it is expéctedjable to- float a company when all Mrs. Joseph Parady and chil result all kinds of slipshod and haphazard methods obtain and the
in liquidation.
dren were the guests of Mrs. Para- public, nót being cognizent of wha*t really goes on, and accepting such
that there will be an exhibit Of pigs the
* world
11 “was
“
Strange thing about this luxury dy’s parents at WeUs Branch, Sun
raised by the boys arid girls "of the
crumbs of information as thè officials condescend to vouchsafe it, is
tax. Depends altogether on the day.
county.
The Farm Bureau -is to put on point of view. Like a wife to some Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Young are bamboozled into a belief that the public business is conducted to the
best advantage of the town.
a series of competitive canning men. She is a necessity when she entertaining friends this week.
The ordinary voter is all too incurious ¡about civic affairs. While
demonstrations given by the five is cooking their dinner—a luxury Miss Ruth Whitlock concluded
her duties at Clark’s Hotel on Tues, he may discuss things with hiS; neighbor and growl and fume he is
teariis of girls who have been en-; when, she asks jfor a new dress.
day September 2nd.
- gaged in canning club work in the
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Swartz and loath tô pènerrate to thé fountain head in the face of any rebuff. The
county.
John H. Hieserick Di C., Isabelle two
daughter’s returned to their questions of the ordinary citizen aré calmly ignored or evaded, or, if
The Canadian government is al
Bryant Hieserick D. C.
home in Fort Lee, N. J., Sunday the pressure becomes too ..hot, the official either lies or refuses to Despite H. C. L.
so to have its .usual most interest
aifter a two weeks stay in this vil answer. Where the citizen stands upon his right and demands infor
CHIROPRACTORS
ing display.
Few N. E. People
Erlon H. Neal is the new secre 293 Main St., New Goodwin Block, lage.
mation to which he ijs entitled the official either grudgingly gives out
tary and general'manager.
Biddeford, ifi a. m.—12m. 2-4 p. m, Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Hammond jrist as little as hecari, withholding all that lie is able, or toddles off to?
Seek Alms Houses
Wednesday evening'Strili be ob Tues., Ths., and Sat., 7-8 p. m. arid two sons of West Kennebunk
a lawyer in an ;attempt to prevent the public from learning how its'
served as Carnival night, under 395 Sanford Trust Bdg., Sanford, were Ogunquit visitors Sunday.
The poorhouse business is growing
A “T” has been added to the
the direction of the Merchants’ Tries., Ths. and Sat. 1-7.30 p. m. Tel , Miss Elizabeth Brewster was a business is being conducted or its money is being spent.
poorer. With thousands pf people clam three proverbial “B’s,” made
Kennebunk visitor, Sunday.
association.
Connections.
One of the most flagrant violations of the spirit, if not of the letter,! oring about the high cost of living, famous by the little old red
Mr. and Mrs. Grey afe entertainAH in all, the fair óf 1919 is
fact comes to li^it that the total
j rng a friend at their little cottage of ’the law is the studied attempt to 'conceal matters of public record. the
number of persons admitted to the schoolhouse on the hill. It stands
bound to be a memorable one;
While
the
attempt
to
suppress
this
information
may
not
be
illegal
the
iff the pines near the High Rode
charitable .institutions of New Eng- for “Thrift.” The National Edu
! this week.
‘aictual refusal to exhibit thé records at the proper time and place cer land during the last six months is cational Association, represent
Mr. and Mrs. S. R. Steveifs and tainly is. It 4s not uncommon among small town holders of public less than it has Tfeeh tor that same ing the great bulk of the school
Shampooing, Manicuring, Facial
! daughte1!1, Beulah and Mrs. V. E. office to deliberately refuse to open their books for public inspection. period in many years.
teachers and officials of this
Massage, Scalp Treatment, and
- Hammond were York Beach visiLess Poor In U. 8.
I country, have adopted thrift as
Such
high
handed
evasion
of
the
law
is
very
often
meekly
¡accepted
by
1
tors,
Labor
Day.
Chiropody. Room 22 Masonic Bldg.
Reports from the other districts a basic principle in American
The hotels that are open still! the person seeking information, but the forcing of the official’s hand throughout the country show that thé education, and the teachers have
PHONE 894-M, Biddeford, Me.
have a riumber of. guests.
makes him a snarlirig enemy for life.
poor-houses in all the states are feel urged that thrift and savings be
The difference between city and the majority of town officials is ing the same falling off in' business. made compulsory in every school
Scarcity of labor, high prices paid
. excellently demonstrated in that, in all large cities, at meetings of the to skilled and unskilled workmen, curriculum.
In resolutions adopted at their ses
school committees a special tablé is, reserved for reporters and the prohibition, and the cultivation of un sion
in Milwaukee, the members of
precedented
habits
of
thriftiness
meetings advertised and that in most all small towns the publie is>
National Educational. Association
among the American people, are said the
either absolutely refused admission or is never notified when the meet to be responsible for the principal de state that they are; hearily in accord
ing is to be held. The latter condition obtains locally and it has even crease in thé number of inmates reg with the present Government Savings
movement, and that all teachers
istered in the various poor-houses throughout the country^will co-operate
been found impossible to learn when such meetings are to take place.
and other charitable institutions in all ways possible.in stimulating the.
A good example of an attempted Concealment of public records is throughout
the country.
found in Kennebunk. The town clerk was recently asked whether any Thousands of people in New Eng sale of Thrift and War Savings .
Stamps. The teachers have also vol
intentions of marriage had been filed during the week. He replied land have invested their savings in unteered
to do all in their power to :
Thrift
Stamps,-War
Savings
Stamps,
that no licenses had been granted. When reminded that the question
Treasury Saving Certificates and propagate the ideas of-thrift
asked was whether any intentions had been filed he said that that is ; other Government securities, which in
not a matter of public information. When asked if it is not a matter of, a large measiire . accounts for the WARNS PUBLIC AGAINST
public record he admitted that it is .and that any person “who has any financial independence of the people,
WAR STAMP “SHARKS”
shown by the decreasing number
business to see them” can have access to them at any time but that no às
of admissions to the country’s poor
Warning against “loan sharks,”
“decent person would print them.” It was then called to his attention houses.
who are “circulating false re-Hundreds Practice ThrifL
that this inforination is published in all of the large cities of the
ports that the Treasury Depart
Mrs. F. L. Higginson, director of ment had abandoned its thrift?
çéuntry but he persisted that it is never done here. Portland was then
savings
for
the
First
Federal
Re

cited as being a Maine city where the practice exists. He then at serve District, states that there is a campaign,” has been issued by
tempted to claim thàt the filing of thè intention is purely a personal greater number of people in New Mrs. F. L. Higginson, director
matter and that it is none of the public’s business. It became necessary England practicing thrift now than of savings for the First Federal
District, yesterday.
to explain to him that the law as it now stands is comparatively a new before the war. However, she states Reserve
“Unscrupulous interests to promote
that there is still à large number of
ohe. It was passed after a similar one had been placed on the statue people in these states, who as yet the sale of their own securities are
books of Massachusetts, in order that the five days which is made ob have not learned the benefits to be sending broadcast in New England
ligatory between the filing of intentions and the granting of the license derived from Thrift and the proper information which states that the de-:
/^ET a package today. Noinvestment of their savings in safe partmemt has abandoned the cam
might elapse, so that any person coghizent of any bar to a lawful securities, rather than in untried in paign,”, she said.
tice the flavor—the whole
marriage might enter objections and that, as a town official, his attempt vestments.
‘'The Treasury Department has bo
intention of discontinuing the thrft
to conceal such information is tantamount to seeking to interfere with
some taste of Kentucky Burley
campaign in this country. Recently
COMMON CENTS JINGLES. .
the intent of the law, He then tried to cover up, like a cuttie fish
Secretary Glass said the sale of these
tobacco.
roiling the water, by claiming that the law existed even prior to the
Government securities would go on
Jingle Coin! Jingle Coin!
indefinitely.
separation of Maine from Massachusetts, as he had found such notices
Jingle all thé day.
‘ “Today the Government realizes
on the old church records. It became essential to elucidate to him, You shan’t be spent
that if the high cost of living is to
Why do so many “regular
For I am bent
that this had nothing to do with State law, but was an ecclesiastictl
be
reduced the people must be taught
To save the Thrift Stamp way.
matter, to allow the “publishing of bans” from the pulpit, and in former
thrift.”
men” buy Lucky Strike
tihies obtained in all Churches as it does in the Catholic church today.
Sing a song of War savings
cigarettes? They buy them
Go through your home room by
Buy Thrift Stamps every day.
Thus ended the lesson.
room, not forgetting the cellar and
A
dollar
saved
,
a
dollar
earned,
for the special flavor of the
The town clerk failed to state under what authority he is given
attic, and see if you are disposing
Buy often! It will pay.
conscientiously of all waste.
légal sanction to decide as to who “has any business to seé the records”
toasted Burley tobacco.
but it is presumed that hé has arbitrarily taken upon himself the preThere’s the big reason—-it’s
rdgative of refusing to allow .anyone |b view the books whom, in his
judgment, hasn’t any business,-—wh ateverghe may know about people’s
toasted, and real Burley. Make
business. .
Lucky Strike your cigarette.
In consideration o'f the fact that this law was enacted for the pro
tection of the public and particularly of young girls, whose whole lives
might be ruined by innocently contracting marriages with men who
would commit bigamy and that such disastrous occurances might be
prevented by the intentions becoming public through the press, the
Ehterprise will in the future publish them weekly, as well às any other
matters of public record which may be for the public welfare, whether
any meddl^ome official chooses to designate it as ‘'decent” or not.
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We are Ute in opening our
church this year. The pastor sin
cerely desires your attendance at
the services on the opening Sun
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE CHURCH day,
N. L. Thompsoo’s house in Stor
Sunday morning service at 10.30
BAPTIST CHURCH
er street is being reshinglgd.
- Mrs. Herbert Lunge is on a week Wednesday evening service at
Rev. B. H. Tilton
7.45.
Everyone
is
cordially
in

vacation from Greenleaf’s restau
Residence
Main Street
vited to attend.
rant.
;
.
Public worship next Sunday
Miss Olive Stevens accompanied
morning at 10.30. The Sunday
by a • friend from Strang has been ' FIRST PARISH, UNITARIAN school will follow the preaching
visiting her sister, Miss Morion
Robert P. Doremus, Minister
service. Let every one remain tri
Stevens..
Res. 1 High St., Tel. 45-3
begin the first Sunday after vaca
N. L. Thompson accompanied by Service at 10.30 A. M. The ser tion with a large attendance.
his family went by auto to Sebago mon subject will be “Building The “People’s Service” at 7
lake on Wednesday to spend a ten With th© Imperfect.” At the spec o’clock on Sunday evening. Every
day/vacation.
ial request of some friends who body is invited to attend this hour
Mrs. Jasper Robbins went to the wish to unite with the church on of worship at the twilgiht hour.
Maine General hospital on Satur- íhis Sunday there will be a brief The mid week social service on
day to undergo a capital operation service-of fellowship at the close Wednesday evening at 7.30. If
which was performed on Wednes of the regular servicié, and oppor you want the ¡»uplift of your soul
day.
tunity will be given, any1 who wish attend this inspiring service.
Rupert Simonds, having finished to b,e received into the church.
’ The South York United Baptist
the season at the Sagamore, Goochs
Sunday School at 12.00, and meet
will meet with this
Beach has returneato Mt. Herman ing of the Barry Bible Classi Let Association
Church on Thursday and Friday of
Massachusetts on Tuesday to re all members of the Sunday School next week September 18 and 19th.
sume his. studies?
on hand promptly to begin the A fine program has been planned
’ The W. G. T. U. will hold their be
school year.
and we are expecting one of the
September meeting with Miss new
We re-open our church after our best meetings in years. Everybody
Clara H. Meserve, Summer Street, regular
vacation, a vacation some is invited to attend these meetings
Friday the 12th. It is hoped there what extended
by the extra Sunday whether you are Baptist or not.
will be -a large attendance."
ip
August
and
by the Chautauqua Another year is before us with
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Shepaijd Union Service. JL.t
will seem pleas splendid opportunities before us
and their daughter Theo, are on a ant to be back in the
Church Home for doing the best work we have
ten day trip through the White together. Work gives
its ever done as a church. Let every
Mountains and into Vermont. Dur meaning, and rest is only rest
justified
get busy and make things
ing their absence the waiting room by increase of activity. We Will body
at the station will be in charge of comment the new church year move with dispatch.
Mrs, Clara Kelly.
enthusiasm, purpose,
METHODIST CHURCH
There is much activity in instal with added
There is a goods deal in be
ReV Royal A. Rich, Pastor
ing electricity in the homes of this vigor.
rightly. Shall we not all
12 Dane St, Tel. 37-3
vicinity. Norton and Harden re ginning
be' in our places this' coming Sun The union services at the tent
port the completion of wiring at day
that we, gain the power that last Sunday were very much en
the double house of John W. Bow- >corpes with the. meeting of minds
doin in Nason street and the resi and purposes, the sharing of rev joyed, as both speakers brought
subjects of vital interest Snd imdence of Alex Marsh in West Ken erences. ’
portance.
nebunk. They have ^Iso finished
The pastor has Tjeen called to
the work on. the K. of P. hall re
CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH Boston,* in connection with sik
cently.
others on Portland District and the
Will S. Coleman, Minister
Edgar M. Ward who gained a
District Superintendent, by Bishop
certain amount of notoriety here
Res. 57 Main St., Tel. 53-12.
Hughes of the Boston Area, for
on account of an assault which he
Sunday Sept. 14
committed on a taxi cab driver 10.30 S?m.—Worship With ser consultation and to make plans for
'about a month ago for which he mon by the minister. Subject: the coping months'of fall and win
was held by Justice Bourne in “The Ideals of Jesus in Practical ter.
Services as usuafenext Sunday.
$2000, and who last week was re Christianity.”
ported at the point of death after 11.45 a. m.—Sunday school with Preaching service at 10.30, follow
ed by the Sunday school hour, and
drinking wood alcohol in Lewiston classes for all,
the evening service at 7 ofelock,
in company with a» woman, Mrs.
6.00 p. m.—C. E. meeting.
Marie Bernier, who died from the 7.00 p. m.—Chapel service. Sub when the pastor will, read a chan
effects of the same poison, Jias ject: “Vita! Plans for, the Ter-cen- ter from that wonderful book.
been held fbr the grand jury, with tenary Campaign.”' Every Con- “TwicO Born Men” bv Begbie.
out bail, charged with the murder gregationalist in town should be “Old Bom Drunk,” will be the
chapter read. Cojme and hear^iti
. of the Bernier woman.
present.
Hot water bottles that are guar • Week nifht service Wednesday • ^Prayer meeting on Tuqsday
night, and class meeting on Friday
anteed to give satisfaction are sold evening at/LSO o’clock.
by Fiske the druggist on the cor . The pastor will call in the Bart night next week. *
ner,
Adv. lett’s Mills, district next week.
Eatrin 'Crane’s, Hi ghl and lin en
stationerv is «old bv Fiske fhe
druggist on the corner.
Adv.

LOCAL NOTES CHURCH NOTICES

The rebuilding of tires is.no longer an experiment.
Any tire with the tread worn off and of fairly solid body
can be rebuilt and give from *3,000 to 5,000 extra miles.
Send in all your old tires. We will carefully inspect
them. If it is possible to rebuild them to give satisfac
tory mileage, we will Jo so,.
Our prices are lower than any other tire rebuilding
concern. We also carry a full line of rebuilt tires in stock.
Tires and tube vulcanized at reasonable price.
TIRE AND TUBE VULCANIZING
We call and deliver for tires and tubes.

Tel. 490
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FUINITURB

in Large or Small Lots
If you have anything for sale telephone
or write me. Best line qf new and re
novated furniture at reasonable prices.
It will pay you'to call.

Hi. Shapiro

Biddeford 74-80 Elm St., Tel; 239-R,. Biddeford

A Distinguished Collection of

Blended

Acme
Theatre
KENNEBUNK

=- ■■■

Apparel
Beatiful Fabrics and Fashionable Models Characterized by
Originality, Distinction and Exclusiveness

Tailored Suits, Fur Trimmed Suits, Sport Suits
Street, Afternoon and Dinner Gowns
Millinery and Fine Furs

Blouses, Skirts, Sweaters

Coats for Street or Utility Wear

Undersilks and Negligees

J. E. Palmer Co

==s=

Ksaqta

(

~
~—
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Sept. 1 7 and 18

Hart Shaffner & Marx
CLOTHES

“Girls”

Big as the increase in sales this past season,
everything points to a still greater increase
this Fall.

Wednesday, Thursday

FOR W0HEN AND HISSES

■

Prepared Far in Advance as we were
we did succeed in keeping pace with
the demand for

SPECIAL

543 Congress Street,

Ao «W
iivA^^CoVo-

_ NEW SECOND HAND ——
All kinds of second hand furniture
bought at
.-;t

AKCO TIRE CO.

280 Hain Street,

Qi course•te not Vuoe\»4

■h un i
PROGRAM WEEK SEPT. 15 to 20.
Monday—Special 6 reel feature
“HEADS WIN”
Sunshine Comedy—“Roaring Lions
on the Midnight Express”
Tuesday—Lila Lee in
“ROSE O’ THE RIVER”
Houdini in the 7th Episode of
“THE MASTER MYSTERY”
Wednesday and Thursday
Maguerite Clark in
“GIRLS”
Sennett Comedy—“Hearts and
Flowers”
Friday—Emily Stevens in
“A MAN’S WORLD”
Marie Walcamp in 10th episode of
“THE RED GLOVE”
Saturday—Monroe Salisbury in
“WINNER TABES ALL”
Current Events
Ford Weekly
Coming Mon. Sept. 22rid in 7 reels
“ROMANCE OF TARZAN”

WANTED—Position as
taker of hotel, cottage or
Middle aged man. Best of
ences. * C. L. P. Box 48.
Maine.

care
farm.
ReferWells,
It. pd.

Greater preparation than ever has been made
for the great army of HART SCHAFFNER &
MARX follpwers everywhere, both at home
and abroad*
New and improved styles and qualities for Men and Boys in
all fabrics, suitable for all occasions and purposes,
reasonably priced will make the selection of your Hart Schaff-.

ner & Marx for Fall and Winter a pleasant task.

Sold by Portland’s Leading Styleshop

Haskell & Jones Company
Portland.

Portland, Maine
THE JEWELER

253 nain St,

Biddeford
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KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK, MAINE

sale, since there was a verbal un delsshon wedding march as a re
Mrs, Albert Hutchins who was
KENNEBUNK BEACH
derstanding with the company at cessional/
recently operated upon'at Dr. Cousthe time it acquired title to thé
The bride looked charming in a ° Mrs. Henry Coolbroth and Mrs.
eits’ ‘ Hospital, 'VYoodfords, 'was
properties it has since controlled gown of white beaded georgette
taken this week to the home of her
that no. building sites should be with a veil caught With orange Rose . Wells of Kennebunkport,
motheijin Dover, N. H.
sold along certain shore frontages blossoms and carried a shower called on, friends here .Tuesday.
Edward WJatson and daughter On Tuesday morning of thisin order that the peculiar attrac bouquet of brides roses. The
week
occurred
the
death
of
Daniel
Miss Doris Lapierre has been
tions Ôf the vicinity might be pre ;maid of honor wore yellow georg Aliee^isited friends in Wells, Sun Hutchins, "a highly respected, and spending a week with friends in
served unweakened. The motion ette and a. maline hat to match and day. •
Two new cottages will soon be life-long resident Tjf this place. Boston-and vicinity. .
went on to saÿ that, if the sale had
Little interest was manifested in This is a very interesting and valu already been concluded, it was Carried ybllow roses.
built on Lord’s point. Archie The deceased had been in failing
Rev. S. E. Lefech and wife have
the special election of Mpnday on able acquistion. Arrangements hoped that a proviso might be in At the close-of the ceremony a Clark of Kennebunk is the contrac health f°r some time, taking his closed thoi/ cottage here and re
bed
about
two
weeks
ago.
He
private
reception
was
held
at
the
have
been
made
with
Mr.
Rogers
the proposed amendments to the
tor,
turned to their home in Farming
serted in the deed that site of the
Constitution of the State. The for the giving of an illustated lec fort should" be, left unchanged and' holne of the bride’s parents which', Harry Dulie and family of Bos leaves a son, William Hutchins ton. ’
with
whom
he
lived,
and
two
was
hansomely
decorated
for
the
ture
bn
Japan,
which
will
take
vote was very, "very light, much
that the piiblic should perpetually occasion, yellow being’the predomr' ton, are> the guests of Mr. and Mrs. I brothers, George and Hiram Hut Mrs. Warren S. Rowell and son
lighter than it ought to have been place within a few weeks. The have the right to visit the spot.
Warren Barney,
Parker, who have been spending
inating note in. the color scheme.
views
for
this
lecture
were
made
with such important changes in
School at the Pines will begin chins of this place. Funeral ser the
Many persons from Kennebunk A buffet luncheon was served.
summer at the Lord cottage re
vices will be held from the late
expressly
for
Mr.
Rogers
during
the basic law of the Commonwealth
Monday,
September
lith.
port enjoyed the different present
this week to Somerville,
Emery Clark and family of Port 'home Thursday afternoon, f The turned
at stake. If things do not work his recent extended visit to that tations of Chautauqua week at Dr. and Mrs. Bartlett left on
/ )
of the deceased was eighty- Mass.
out satisfactory to all, it is to be wonderful island kingdom. No Kennebunk.
their wedding trip and will make land were the week end'guests of age
four years and six months.
The services ?of the Cape Por
Mr. and Mrs. William Watson.
presumed that the “slackers” will charge will be made for admission. Mrs. Wiliam R. Day, accompan their home in South Paris, Me.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Seavey are poise Church, Sunday.Sept: 7, were
have sufficient grace to say nothing It is considered a part of the edu ied by her son Maurice^ is spend Mrs. Bartlett Is a gsadpate of George Shaw is on the sick list.
about it, since a full vote might cational work for which the Libra ing the week at Alton Bay, N.-H., Simmons college with the degree Dr. Merrill of Kennebunkport at spending a vacation with friends in charge of the pastor, Rev. Nor
in New Hampshire and Massachu man W. Lindsay. The subject of
have prevented the adoption of any ry stands. The bound copies of here Walter F. Day of Bath is al of B, S. with the class of 1917. She tends him..
the morning service was'^Trustfulthe town reports extending back so enjoying his vacation. They
Hotel Atlantis closed September setts.
of the amendment.
was
in
vocational
training
departCleveland Trott went to Wool to the first number printed have expect to be here over next Sun men of the Women’s Industrial and 7th after a very prosperous season. Mr. and Mrs. CUrl Carpenter and ness—A Test of Discipleship.’’
The idea suggested the previous
wich to visit relatives, and will call been received and will be added.to day.
Educational.union the year follow All those interested in ■ the Miss Margaret Stapleton of Cam
upon other relatives in other places the growing collection of invalu Miss Beatrice Clough is now ing her graduation and last year Women’s Exchange of Kennebunk bridge, Mass., and Miss Margaret Sunday was that man, contrary to
the teachings of the past, has been
able historical paper of the town. serving in the position held by
before his return;
was an instTubtoV in Simmons col- port please meet at Assembly Hall, Files pf‘Cornish, have been visit honored by the privilege of coop
Thomas D. Suplee, left for Phil An effort is being made to assem Miss Grace Perkins in the post lege. Dr. Bartlett was graduated High School building Sept. 16th at ing, Mrs. Otis Nunan.
eration in accomplishing the moral
adelphia last Friday, after a brief ble old document, letters, clippings office during the summer.
from the Louisville (College of Den 3 o’clock. ‘ Everyone welcome.
Herbert Nunan and Mrs. Fred designs of the Creator.. This week
visit with his friends here, who and pictures bearing upon the past
tistry,
Louis-ville,
Ky.,
in
1918.
Nunan
took-a
trip
by
airship
from
the emphasis was made upon the
had been hoping he would remain of the vicinity. Judge Luques pre
Immediately after his graduation
MISS HAYNES BRIDE OF
KENNEBUNK LANDING
Old Orchard recently.
fact that entire trustfulness is
sented a scrapbook containing a
for a number of weeks longer.
he
enlisted
in
the
dental
corps
and
DR.
D.
S.
BARTLETT
Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Wells went number of views of certain build
Mr. C; E. Files and Miss Elsie necessary for worthy cooperation.
'served
at
Gamp
Greenleaf,
Ogleon an auto trip to the White Moun ings, and Maj. Burrage has de Several hundred guests attended thrope, Ga.j until January when F. H. McCulloch pf New1 York, Littlefield of Portland spent Sun The King’s Heralds met with
tains last week, and will make ceived from some contributors, in the wedding of Miss Edna Fairfield he opened an office in South Paris. Mrs. E; L. Berry and; Charles F. day with Mrs.« Otis Nunan.
Mrs.'Grace S. Packard at 3.30 in
Berry, of West Medford, Mass., F. A benefit dance was given in the;
their headquarters at Mt. Chpcorua cluding E. C. Miller and Charles Haynes, daughter of Supt. and
afternoon. Miss Laura Ella
for another week. They were ac Leach, a considerable number of Mrs. Edwin L. Haynes of isye Cen The above clipping, taken from H. Simpson, Mrs. Simpson, Edward Pinkham’^ hall, Tuesday evening. Crajgin of Boston, a teacher of
companied by their little daughter, postcards showing buildings and tral street, Methuen, and Donald zthe Laurence; (Mass.) Telegram of Moss, and. Mrs. Moss, of Lawsence,
story telling for children, was
who has finely recuperated from scenes as they have been within Stearns Bartlett, D. D. S., son of August, 21st will be of interest to Mass., Dr. arid Mrs. Simpsoh of There are stilLa large number present and told "several Bible
the severe illness of the spring. the last score of years.-- It was Dr. and Mrs. Herman L. Bartlett o.ur readers. The bride and her Andover and Hhrold Prescott re of guests at the Langsford House. storied in a most fascinating man
Mr. Wells has been.in the village voted that Maj., Burrage be em of Norway, Me., which took place father, Siipt. E. L. Haynes are both cently returned from over seas, Wesley Huff who was operate^, ner. .
well kndwn ,in Kennebunkport and have been guests of Lqcy Simpson on last Week in a Boston hospital
powered to have photographic re
for several days this week.
at 2.30 o’clock this afternoon in theA splendid^ opportunity will be productions made vof views of in Congregational church, Methuen. Vicinity, she being the grandaugh- at the Old Homestead at Kenne ,is reported in a comfortable con The evening service consisted of
dition.. ■
an illustrated lecture on “Child
bunk Landing.
offefed-4he^people of Kennebunk terest, the originals of which own The ceremony was performed by ter of Mrs. J. E. Haynes.
port on Wednesday evening, Sept. ers do not wish to present to the Rev. Charles H. Oliphant, pastor
24th, whén Hon. John G. Wooley, library. The request is made that emeritus of the; church,’ and the
world famous as a temperance ora any one having pictures, of historic doubJeering service was.used. The
tor, will speak in the Methodist value present them to the library bride’s father, who is superinten
church under the auspices bf the for public service and preservation dent of the public schools of Me
Maine Civic League!, which has in the historical department.'- It thuen, gave her away in marriage.
Established 1863
flaine’s Leading Piano
booked him and some other noted having b^en reported that the Sea Miss Beth Gould Haynes, sister of
Always Reliable
and Victor House
lecturers for a tour of Maine. No Shore Company was about, to dis the bride, was maid of honor and
one can afford to misé this oppor pose of the tract of land contain- Herbert Russell Bartlett, brother
ing thé site of the old fort that
tunity.
of the bridegroom» was best man.
The ladies of the Méthodiste played such an important part in Miss Grtrude B. Easton was the
church, having met with so much' the events centering in this- locals organist and played the ‘march
encouragement fn their recent food ty during the war of 1812,—14, it from Lohengrin as the bridal party
sales, will hold one on Saturday at was voted that a protest be made entered the church and the Menternoon of this week, from 3 to 5
o’clock, in the vestibule of the
church. Baked beans, brown and
white bread and doughnuts will be
among the attyactive offerings.
This will probably be the last sale
of the kind for the season.
Rev. and Mrs; K. H. Pratt and
family have returned * from a
month’s visit to the eastern coast
Kennebunk,
vMaine
of Maine., Mr. Pratt preached' in
his own church last Sunday morn
i
ing and evening.
Has now on Sale the Smart Models for
The town schools will open for
the year next Monday. There will
be a complete change in the high
school faculty and many changés
in the grades.
The club house for girls, which
They are so dainty and beautiful in style
has been such a valuable institu
tion this summer, has closed its
and art that they must be seen to be ap
doors. Many thanks have been ex
tended to Mrs. Deland for the use
preciated at their quality and fashion worth.
of her boathouse and to other gen
erous supporters of the work, 1
25 FOREST AVENUE
(Opposite Congress Square Hotel)
On Monday Fred Woodmansee
Come
in
to
renew
the
taste
and
desire
for
distinc

and Thomas S. Baker left for
tion, character and real values.
If you are not on our regular Mailing List, receiving the monthly VICTOR RECORD SUPPLE
Kent’s Hill, where they will attend
MENT, please let us know. (Telephone 3169),.
1
school this year.
Customers will observe that the Caruso, Homer and Schumann-Heink records announced in; the
Mrs. W. B. Tobey was overcome
current September supplement are listed at $1.00 and $1.50, whereas records, of these classes ‘have
with a serious cold last week and
been listed previbusly at $2.00 or $3.00.
was compelled to take to her " bed.
It
is
Made
at
j
It has been the Victor Company’s ambition that the world’s great music should be available
Her daughter Dorothy was called
¡through the medium of the Victor, not to the favored few, but to al! those who desire to enjoy it. This'
home and has been assisting both
reduction in catalog prices is the consummation of long and continuous effort, and was made possible
in the store and in the home. It
largely by the revision of contracts with-the world-famous artists who m5ke records for the Victor ex
is a pleasure to report that Mrs.
clusively.
Tobey is» making rapid progress
“Its Cheaper to Buy'Than to Bake”
|
Formal announcement of the change in catalog prices, which embraces, all- other such Red Seal
toward recovery.
Records now in the catalog, or to be listed in the future, was made in the newspapers of July lQth, and
Byron Milliken has had a tele
it has been mbst gratifying to note that in this, the Victor company’s latest effort tp be of greater ser
phone installed in his residence.
vice to the music-loving people of the United States,1 they have won the enthusiastic approval of the
The change ,-of time on the At
public.
lantic Shore Line came upon the
Call, or telephone us,for demonstrations of any VICTOR RECORDS at anytime. If you cannot
peopleJike a clap of thunder from
converiiently come to our ware-rooms, telephone for the unique HENRY F. MILLER VICTOR HOME
a clear sky. This alteration is no
SERVICE.
.
.
,
inconvenience to the people of this
vijlage, since the hourly cars al
■ ■ ’
’ ./ y
Number Size Priqe
low of connections for all points
In Memori am
'
/ /
Sophie Braslau 74595 >12 $1.50
at the Town House, while the sum
The Chimes of San Giusto
Enrico Caruso 88612
12, 1,50
mer schedule frequently caught
For You a Rose
Emilio de Gogorza 64816
people on their journey with no
10
1.00
chance to make connections until
La Traviata—The One of Whom I. Dreamed
Amelita Galli-Curci 74594
12
1.50
a half-hour had been spent at the
Sascha Heifetz 64770 TO
Turkish March (Beethoven) Violin ,
1.00
waiting-room.
Louise Homer 87303
Hard Times Cpme Again No More
10 ,1.00
Miss Holt, who has been acting
Fritz Kreisler 64817
Beautiful Ohio—Waltz Violin
10
1.00
as hostess at the Girls’ Club dur
-I John McCormack 64818
The First Rose of Summer
1.00
10
ing the summer, left on Tuesday.
Scheherazade—Festival at Bagdad
Philadelphia Orchestra 74593
1.50
I?
She is a teacher in the Los Angeles
Sun of My Soul
Ernestine Schumann-Heink . 87302
10 , 1.00
schools and is away on an extend
Reinald Werrenrath ) . 45166
Smilin’ Through
10
1.00
ed vacation.
Reinaid Werrenrath J
Think, Love, of Me
Mrs., L. C. Perkins entertained
Olive Kline) 45167
Chinese Lullaby
1.00
10
her friend, Miss Boltér of Saco,
Baby Jim
Elsie Baker)
several days last week, and re
Six Brown Brothers) 18562
10
Peter Gink—One-Step
.85
Six Brown Brothers J
Egyptland—Fox Trot
turned with her to Saco over the
Pietro I 18564 10'
.85
Ruspana—One-Step Accordion
week end.
Have a Smile—Medley Fox Trot Accordion
„Pietro (
The streets~pf the village have
Original
Dixieland
Jazz
Band
1
18566
.85
Fidgety Feet—One-Step
10
resumed in large part their usual
Original Dixieland Jazz Band )
Lazy Daddy—Fox Trot
calmness after the rush of the
- Vivian Holt and Lillian Roredale 1 18566
‘.85
My Swanee Home
10
summer season. Most of the ho
Charles Hart and Elliot Shaw )
Alabama Lullaby
tels will close this week. Many Of
- Ralph Bingham) 18587
10
.85
Mrs. Rastus Johnson’s Joy Ride
the cottagers will remain for the
Ralph Bingham J
Brother Jones’ Sermon
best weather of the year, which is
John Steel) 18588
10
.85
A Pretty Girl is Like a Melody
in store for the months of Septem
John Steel }
Tulip Time
ber and October.
18589
Dixie
Land
American
Quartet
1
10
.85
Anything is Nice if it Comes from
George Arpe is occupying the
Irving and Jack Kaufman )
Eyes That Say “I Love You”
position which he formerly held in
10
.85
You’re’.Still an Old Sweetheart of Mine Elizabeth Spencer, Henry Burr 1 18590
-/Lewis James and Shannon Four y.
Miller’s drugstore until the war
The Gates of Gladness
Henry Burr) 18591
called him into the service. J
.85
In the Heart erf a Fool
IP
Henry Burr j
I Found You
Andrew M. Warner, who has
Billy Murray 1 18592
10
.85
Take Your Girlie to the Movies
been clerking in . the Edgecomb
Arthur Fields J:
Baby
market during the summer, has ac
10
/85
18593
I
Ain
’
ten
Got
’
en
No
Time
to
Have
the
Blues
Billy
Murray,
Ed
Smalle
)
cepted a Position in the store' of
Marion Harris )
Take Me to the Land of Jazz
Perley ( Emery, in the Lower Vil
PREVENTS
'Joseph C. Smith ’s Orchestra ) 18594
.85
10
Tell Me—Fox Trot
lage.
Joseph C. Smith’s Orchestra J
The. Vamp—Fox Trot
The monthly meeting of the Li
brary Board was held on Monday
evening in spite of the rairi, The
report of the Treasurer showed
that $161.50 had been realized
from the musicale given by Miss
Katherine Twambly several weeks,
ago. It was voted that Mrs. Mc
RALPH W. E. HUNT, Manager
Cartney be requested to serve as
Assistant Librarian until October
1st. It was reported that Harry
Parsons had presented the Library
with a copy of the historical map
Maine’s Piano and Victor Phone, Portland 3169
P. A. Ledoux, Proprietor
of Kennebunk and Kennebunkport,
and that he wished to have it prop
erly framed at his own expense be
fore turning it over to the Library.
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KENNEBUNKPORT

(APE PORPOISE

|
I

Reduction of Catalogue Prices
- OF -

Mrs. N. H. Davis

VICTOR RECORDS
- At

Fall and Winter Showing

the

-

HENRY F. MILLER
PIANO ROOMS

I

I|
I1 Joy
’
s
Bakery
j
Eat More Bread
|

the
of Best
Poor
It isPrice
Your
|
Andthé
Cheapest
Food at I|
Buy
Best Bread

Socket-Fit Shoes
are different from other

Shoes

and the results are more

BENEFICIAL

Falling of the Arches
Corns
Callouses
Bunions
Holes in the Stockings

Marble BlockShoc Store
Biddeford,

Maine

Henry F. Miller & Sons Piano Co.
25 Forest Ave., Portland, Me.

